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Abstract

In this paper we report on experiments
with automatic text classification systems in
combination with a conference management
system (TCeReview). Furthermore we de-
scribe how the automatic text classification
system was trained, where it was integrated
into the conference management system and
what the advantages of such a system for
conference organizers and scientists are.

1 Introduction

Automatic text classification (ATC) - the task of au-
tomatically assigning natural language documents
to predefined categories - is a convenient way for
handling and organizing document collections. A
wide range of machine learning algorithms has been
adopted for the task of document classification and
has proven to be successful. Sebastiani mentions in
[14, 13] application domains such as genre identifi-
cation, authorship attribution, survey coding, docu-
ment organization and text filtering. One emerging
area during the last years is filtering of unsolicited
e-mail [1].

The research side of text classification has been
widely published via conferences and journals in In-
formation Retrieval, Natural Language Processing,
Machine Learning, and other fields. This research
has emphasized on the effectiveness of supervised
machine learning techniques on experimental data
sets (e.g. OHSUMED[5], Reuters-21578[7], RCV1[8]
or 20 Newsgroups[6]). In contrast, the amount of re-
search in the area of real-world application is sparse
especially in the domain of text classification. In
the area of spam detection most of the widely-used
spam detection products incorporate some kind of
personalized text classifier with the majority using
incrementally trained Näıve Bayes classifiers.

In this paper we will describe the experiments
of two different real-world corpera, which were car-
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ried out with an ATC enhanced conference manage-
ment system. Generally speaking, a conference man-
agement system is a digital library of a particular
conference, where users provide, route and seek for
information. In traditional conference management
systems problems can occur in the phase where the
author has to choose the research topic under which
the paper should be filed. The author can be ir-
resolute and uncertain in selecting the topic of the
paper. This feeling can be reinforced when the cat-
egories are not precisely described. In our system
the classifier is trained with examples from previous
conferences and so the author should be guided to
the correct category.

The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to the
used methods. Section 3 describes the experimen-
tal setup. The results are presented and discussed
in Section 4. The related work in this area is pre-
sented in Section 5 and finally, a conclusion is given
in Section 6.

2 Methods

2.1 Näıve Bayes

The Näıve Bayes classifier (NB) is a probabilistic
classifier where the assumption is made that texts
can be represented by different probability distribu-
tions (c.f. [10]). For a new document represented

through a vector ~dj the posterior probability is cal-
culated for each class ci, based on the Bayes Theo-
rem:

P (ci|~dj) =
P (ci) · P (~dj | ci)

P (~dj)
(1)

The document ~dj is assigned to the class where the

highest value is obtained. P ( ~dj) is the probability

that any document ~dj will be observed and P (ci) is
the probability that the hypothesis ci holds. The

estimation of P ( ~dj | ci) and P (~dj) is problematic be-

cause of the possible high number of vectors ~dj . For
reducing this problem the assumption is made that
all terms (wkj) of a document vector are pairwise



class-ID class description 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2004 sum

1
Concepts of Digital Libraries, Concepts of
Documents and Metadata

5 6 9 6 5 3 34

2
System Architectures, Open Archives, Collection
Building, Integration and Interoperability

7 0 3 3 15 12 40

3
Information Retrieval, Information Organization,
Search and Usage

22 7 12 11 5 10 67

4
User Studies, System Evaluation, Personalization,
User Interfaces and User Centered Design

14 5 11 4 3 13 50

5
Digital Preservation, Web Archiving and Long
Term Access

2 0 1 1 7 1 12

6 Digital Library Applications and Case Studies 23 3 22 7 9 1 65

7
Multimedia, Mixed Media, Audio, Video, 3D and
non-traditional Objects

6 6 12 6 6 7 43

sum over the selected abstracts 79 27 70 38 50 47 311

Table 1: Research topics of the ECDL 2005 & selected abstracts of previous conferences

different, thus they are statistical independent. This
assumption is revealed by the following formula:

P (~dj |ci) =

|T |∏

k=1

P (wkj |ci) (2)

The ”näıve” character is due to the fact that usually
this assumption is not verified in practice.

2.2 Information gain

In the high-dimensional vector spaces only these
terms should be used that are descriptive for a doc-
ument or more general spoken for a category. One
solution for this task is to compute the Information
gain (IG) for each unique term [17]. After ranking
the terms so that the highest is at the first position
we can remove terms that are below a predefined
threshold.

IG measures the number of bits of information ob-
tained for category prediction by knowing the pres-
ence or absence of a term in a document [17]. It is
frequently employed as a term goodness criterion in
the field of machine learning. The information gain
of term t is defined as:

IG(t) = −
m∑

i=1

P (ci) log P (ci)

+P (t)

m∑

i=1

P (ci|t) log P (ci|t)

+P (t̄)

m∑

i=1

P (ci|t̄) log P (ci|t̄) (3)

where {ci}
m
i=1 is the set of categories in the target

space and P (ci) is the probability of the category ci.
P (t) is the probability that t occurs in the collec-
tion, P (ci|t) is the probability that a category is ci,
given the term t appears, and P (ci|t̄) is the proba-
bility that a category is ci, given the term t does not
appear.

2.3 Performance Measures

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of text classifi-
cation algorithms the standard precision π, cf. Equa-
tion (4), and recall ρ, cf. Equation (5), measures
were used:

π =
TP

TP + FP
(4)

ρ =
TP

TP + FN
(5)

TP (true positives) is the number of positive test
documents correctly classified; TN (true negatives)
is the number of negative test documents, that are
correctly classified. FP (false positives) is the num-
ber of positive test documents incorrectly classified
and FN (false negatives) are defined accordingly.

The F1-measure, cf. Equation (6), as described in
[16] combines the standard π and ρ with an equal
weight as shown in Equation (6).

F1 =
2 · π · ρ

π + ρ
(6)

The percentage of correctly classified instances is
assessed by the Accuracy measure. It calculates the
proportion of the number of correctly classified in-
stances on the total number of instances in the col-
lection. Formally,

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(7)

Because we deal with a single-label TC task, i.e.
each document belongs exactly to one category, the
accuracy can be used as a measurement of the effec-
tiveness as stated in [14].

Additional to that we will use an Accuracy based
measurement called One-of-best-n (cf. [18]), where
n determines how large the window should be. For
example One-of-best-1 is equal to the Accuracy. In
the case One-of-best-2 the classes with the first and
second highest probabilities are taken into consider-
ation. The value of n is limited by the amount of
available classes, so that a value of 1 for the mea-
surement infer from the maximum value for n.

3 Experimental Setup

The experiments will focus on two different corpera
where TCeReview was used. The two scenarios can
be described in the following way:

• The European Conference on Research and
Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries
(ECDL) is organized by the Vienna University
of Technology this year. In order to ease the
paper submission procedure of the conference
we integrated an ATC into the conference man-
agement system. The combined system will be



class-ID class description 2003 2004

1 Abdominal and Gastrointestinal 160 119
2 Breast 80 59
3 Cardiac 70 70
4 Chest 60 70
5 Computer Applications 30 30
6 Contrast Media 40 39
7 Genitourinary 70 60
8 Head and Neck 40 40
9 Interventional Radiology 130 117
10 Musculoskeletal 90 80
11 Neuro 90 99
12 Pediatric 30 40
13 Physics in Radiology 40 40
14 Radiographers 10 10
15 Vascular 69 70

sum 1009 943

Table 2: Topics of the ECR corpus & training documents

called TCeReview in this paper. We focused on
the paper registration and abstract submission
step. Based on the abstract TCeReview deter-
mines the category of the paper and returns the
suggestion to the user, subsequently she or he
has the possibility to change the category to a
different one, which will be tracked for the eval-
uation.

• TCeReview is evaluated in an offline study with
abstracts from the European Congress for Ra-
diology (ECR). Here the correct classes for the
test set documents are known from the begin-
ning.

3.1 ECDL Corpus

The data used comprises English abstracts of previ-
ous ECDL conferences. In order to build the train-
ing set, all available data from previous conferences
were downloaded via the on-line service of Springer
Online1. The abstracts of the years 1998 to 2002
and of the year 2004 were available on-line at the
time of generating the corpus. Based on the top-
ics stated in the conference call we defined seven
categories. Table 1 details the different categories
and corresponding class identifiers. The abstracts
of previous conferences are grouped into sessions in
the table of contents (e.g. Digital Library Architec-
ture, Evaluation and Usability, Web Archiving, ...).
Some of these sessions can be found in multiple pro-
ceedings, others are only present a single time. We
manually mapped the abstracts into one of the seven
categories. The results are shown in Table 1, where
only the relevant topics are taken into consideration.
In sum over all years and categories 311 abstracts
which are not equally distributed over the different
categories were selected. The largest category con-
sists of 67 documents and the smallest contains only
12 documents. Furthermore, some years contribute
more than others.

1www.springerlink.com

Before any of the before described methods can
be applied the documents have to be pre-processed
and transformed into a representation that is under-
standable by the algorithms. Therefore we used the
well known bag-of-words approach to index the doc-
uments and as weighting scheme tfidf [12] was used.
tfidf is based on the term frequency (tf) in the given
document and the inverse document frequency (idf)
of the term in the whole collection. Pre-processing
steps in form of removing all numbers, punctuation
marks and special characters were applied. The re-
maining characters were transformed to lower case
and then indexed with the Rainbow library [9]. Note
that the blank character was used as word separa-
tor. We did not apply any stop word list nor a stem-
mer. In the end, the corpus consisted of 4,141 unique
terms.

Based on this corpus we calculated the infor-
mation gain for each term. Based on the result-
ing ranked list we empirically determined the best
threshold. This was performed by selecting the top
n terms and performing 10 single Näıve Bayes clas-
sification runs with this amount of terms where the
trainset-testset split was 70:30. The training docu-
ments were randomly picked from the corpus. The
selection of the 3,460 top ranked terms produced the
best model, where the average accuracy over all cat-
egory is 58.60% as shown in Figure 1.

3.2 ECR Corpus

This corpus consists of the abstracts of the European
Congress for Radiology (ECR)2 from three years,
where the first two years (2003 and 2004) were used
as training set and the year 2005 as test set. All-
together these are 2,876 English documents which
were presented during the scientific sessions of the
congress and each belongs to one of the 15 differ-
ent topics (c.f. Table 2). Every abstract is assigned
exactly to one topic. The distribution of the docu-
ments over the different categories is comparable to

2www.ecr.org
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Figure 1: Comparison of feature selection levels for the ECDL Corpus

the ECDL corpus described before. The main differ-
ence is that more training documents are present in
the specific classes. We applied the same preprocess-
ing steps as in Section 3.1. In the end, the trainings
set consisted of 14,887 unique terms. The selection
of the best model was also made conforming to Sec-
tion 3.1. The selection of the 5,720 top ranked terms
produced the best model with an average accuracy
over all category of 73.57% as shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Integration into the conference manage-

ment system

Next we used the top 3,460 terms based informa-
tion gain ranking and trained a Näıve Bayes classi-
fier on the complete training set of the ECDL corpus.
This classifier was integrated in the first phase of the
web-based conference management system MyRe-
view [11] where the authors submitted their contri-
butions to the conference. Based on the abstract
the system decides under which category the paper
should be filed and stores the decision. We sepa-
rated the task of submitting a paper into the stages
registration of an abstract and the submission of the
final paper. In the first stage the authors had to pro-
vide their contact information, their email address,
the title and the abstract of the paper. They had
no possibility to choose the topic. After submitting
these details the authors received the upload code
for the final version. On the webpage for the second
stage, which could only be accessed with the up-
load code, the automatically determined topic was
pre-selected in a drop-down-box. The user did not
know that the selection of the topic has been gen-
erated automatically. She or he had the possibility
to change it to another topic, if she or he was not
satisfied with the automatic estimated topic. We
tracked the action of the user so that we could eval-
uate the performance of the classifier. Furthermore,
the abstracts of the first stage were stored for the
evaluation, because the user could access the second
stage as often she or he wanted to modify of their
submissions. Only the last version of the submission

was kept in the system.
In the ECR offline study we used the 5,720 top

ranked terms and trained a Näıve Bayes classifier
on the training set of the corpus. The remaining
924 test documents were submitted by a script to
TCeReview. The categories for the documents were
present, so no human interaction was necessary.

In our work we performed for the ECDL corpus an
ex-post evaluation which means that we measured
the disagreement and not the agreement with a spe-
cial class. This can lead to different results when a
paper can be seen in more than one classes. Fur-
thermore, the user can be positive influenced with
the preselected class. This evaluation differs com-
pared to other studies [8, 15] and the evaluation of
the ECR offline study, where the membership of the
test documents is available from the beginning.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 ECDL Corpus

While the submission site was open, 132 abstracts
were received. In seven cases the authors did not
complete the second stage, so these papers could not
be considered for the evaluation of the system. For
the remaining 125 papers TCeReview proposed the
correct category in 61.60% of all cases. In-depth
examination showed that 3 abstracts were shorter
than 100 characters. In two cases the authors posted
only the title in the abstract field and in the third
case the abstract consisted only of one word. After
removing these abstracts the accuracy improved to
65.57% which is depicted in Table 3. This confu-
sion matrix obtained with the classifier, where rows
give the class assignments and columns correspond
to the prediction of the classifier gives an impres-
sion where the authors and the classifier agree and
dissagree. The classifier obtains in the classes 2, 3,
4 and 6 recall values from 66.67% to 90% and the
precision lies in the interval from 66.67% to 71.79%.
In class 7 all abstacts were correct (recall of 100%);
users changed the pre-selected class 4 times, which
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Figure 2: Comparison of feature selection levels for the trainings set of the ECR corpus

class-ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 total recall F1

1 1 1 2 2 . 1 1 8 0.13 0.17
2 1 17 1 . . . . 19 0.89 0.77
3 1 3 26 6 . 2 . 38 0.68 0.69
4 . . 4 21 . 2 1 28 0.75 0.71
5 1 1 3 . . 1 1 7 0.00 0.00
6 . 3 1 2 . 12 1 19 0.63 0.65
7 . . . . . . 3 3 1.00 0.60

precision 0.25 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.00 0.67 0.43

Table 3: Assignments of the classifier for the ECDL corpus

precipitated to a precision of 42.86%. The classes
1 and 5 perform poorly; the recall and precision of
class 5 is 0%. This poor performance can be at-
tributed to the small amount of training data for
class 5 and the fact that the class deals with topics
that are also present in other classes.

In our implementation we presented the user the
category determined by the classifier with the high-
est probability, by preselecting this class in the in-
terface. We did not return the ranked category list,
starting with the highest probability, to the user.
For evaluation purpose we looked up the 42 cases
where the users changed the pre-selected class, if
the classifier was also taken into consideration this
class. The aggregated results, by summing up the
correct classifications, for the first, second and third
place are presented in Table 4. The One-of-best-
2 and One-of-best-3 measurements are calculated
class-specific and on the complete test-set. In partic-
ular we found out that for class 2 and 4 all changes
were found on the second or third place - One-of-
best-3 is 100%. In class 5 the changes were on the
sixth and seventh place. None of them was under
the top 3.

The bad performance of class 5, which deals with
digital preservation, web archiving and long term
access issues, was quite astonishing, so that we had
a look at the content of each paper. The document
that was assigned to class 1 deals with a new concept

for digital preservation, that was not used before in
this context. The classification to class 2 describes
an architecture for digital preservation. The three
papers that are assigned to class 3 describe e.g. an
e-evidence generating system for web content, a sys-
tem for managing duplicates in a web archive and
a mutual deposition model between open archival
information systems. The document that was as-
signed to class 6 deals with the description of key
technologies for the creation of digital information.
The abstract about an effective access to digital in-
terview archives was assigned to class 7. Alltogether
it shows that in most of the cases the classifier gets
an impression about one of the content stream of
a document which differs from the topic the author
wants to see the document.

Figure 3 gives an impression of the probability
levels of the first-ranked decisions over the differ-
ent classes. Additionally, we marked correct classi-
fications with a filled square and the false ones are
marked with a star. For class 7 this means, that the
three correct classifications were made with a prob-
ability of 95.44%, 99.13% and 100%. 5 of the seven
false classification of class 5 fall in the interval from
98,45% to 99,98%, and the other two reach a value
of 90.49% and 48.44%. In general it is not possi-
ble to say that all correct classifications are above a
threshold of e.g. 80%.



class-ID 1. 2. 3. 4. to 7 total best-of-2 best-of-3

1 1 0 3 4 8 12.50% 50.00%
2 17 1 1 0 19 94.74% 100.00%
3 26 4 1 7 38 78.95% 81.58%
4 21 3 4 0 28 85.71% 100.00%
5 0 0 0 7 7 0.00% 0.00%
6 12 2 2 3 19 73.68% 84.21%
7 3 0 0 0 3 100.00% 100.00%

best-of-n 65.57% 73.77% 74.59%

Table 4: Ranking of the classification correctness
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4.2 ECR Corpus

The evaluation of the 924 test documents from the
ECR corpus showed that in 74.46% the correct class
was determined. The confusion matrix and the recall
and precision for the specific classes can be found in
Table 5. The recall values of the classifiers are above
70% except for six classes (5, 6, 7, 8, 12 and 14).
Only in four classes (5, 11, 13 and 15) the precision
values are below 70%.

5 Related Work

Previous work in the area of assigning conference
papers to reviewers had approached the problem as
one of content-based information retrieval. Dumais
and Nielsen used data provided by 15 members of
the reviewing committee for the HYPERTEXT’91
conference [4]. These reviewers not only submitted
abstracts of their papers and/or interests, but also
provided complete relevance assessments for the 117
submitted papers. They used information retrieval
principals and latent semantic indexing to generate
the automatic assignments for each reviewer. So
they achieved an average improvement of 48% with
this method compared to the random assignment of
articles to reviewers.

Yarowsky and Florian [18] focused on the classifi-
cation of every paper to exactly one of six conference
committees. They used 92 papers which were sub-
mitted to the ACL conference in electronic form and
additionally requested committee members to pro-
vide representative papers so that a reviewer profile
could be created. When the number of papers re-
turned by these members was insufficient, they aug-
mented the collection with other papers downloaded
from online sources. The main algorithm first com-
puted a centroid for each reviewer and then com-
puted a centroid for each committee as the sum
of its reviewer centroids. Then for each paper the
cosine similarity was computed and compared with
the committee centroids where the highest rank was
the selection criteria. They also experimented with
a Näıve Bayes classifier where their results outper-
formed the simple unsupervised model. Further-
more, they compared their systems with the perfor-
mance of human judges on the same task. They con-
cluded that the automatic methods could be as ef-
fective as human judges, especially in the case where
the judges may be less experienced.

Paper recommendation is an other solution to
handle the problem of assigning papers to review-
ers. Basu et al. described a content-based system for



class-ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 total recall F1

1 111 1 . 1 2 2 2 . 2 1 2 . 1 . 1 126 0.88 0.79
2 1 61 . . . . . . 1 . . . 6 . . 69 0.88 0.87
3 1 . 73 . . . . . . 1 . . 3 . 2 80 0.91 0.86
4 6 . 5 49 1 . . . 3 . 1 . . . 5 70 0.70 0.77
5 2 2 . 3 10 . . . . . 3 . 7 . 3 30 0.33 0.43
6 12 . . 1 . 26 2 . 1 2 1 . 1 . 3 49 0.53 0.61
7 5 . . . . 1 38 . 5 3 2 . 3 . 1 58 0.66 0.73
8 4 . . 1 . 2 4 8 2 2 4 . 2 . 1 30 0.27 0.39
9 2 4 2 . 1 3 . . 99 2 2 . . . 5 120 0.82 0.81
10 2 2 . 1 1 1 . . 2 60 5 1 2 . 1 78 0.77 0.78
11 1 . 1 1 . . . 1 4 . 64 2 1 . 4 79 0.81 0.73
12 4 . 1 . . . . 1 1 1 10 11 . . 1 30 0.37 0.50
13 . 1 3 . . . . . . 1 2 . 39 . 2 48 0.81 0.68
14 2 . . . 1 . . . . 3 . . . 2 . 8 0.25 0.40
15 2 . 4 . . 1 . 1 3 . . . 1 . 37 49 0.76 0.64

precision 0.72 0.86 0.82 0.86 0.63 0.72 0.83 0.73 0.80 0.790.670.790.59 1 0.56

Table 5: Assignments of the classifier for the ECR corpus

technical paper recommendation based on different
information sources [3]. They treated the problem as
one of decomposing reviewer interest and paper con-
tent into information sources, and then of combin-
ing the information sources using different query for-
mulations. In their experiments they compared two
ways of formulating the queries, first the content-
based information retrieval and second the collab-
orative based approach. The algorithm using con-
junctive queries outperformed the other approaches.
Furthermore they noticed a general performance in-
crease if they used more information.

For automatically establishing semantic similari-
ties among papers and allocating them into common
themes a prototype matching system for conference
papers was presented in [2]. Furthermore, the sys-
tem supports the attendees to retrieve the papers
from the conference proceedings based on their con-
tent similarities The user can take an abstract or a
paragraph from an interesting paper and use it as a
prototype.

6 Conclusion

The paper presented an approach to integrate an au-
tomatic text classification system into a conference
management system. Results showed that in cat-
egories where enough good training examples were
present the user did not change the automatically
pre-selected category that often. Another implica-
tion is that classes which overlap with other classes
or are subclasses of others perform quite poorly.
In general 2/3 of the classification results were not
changed by the users in the first scenario. In the sec-
ond scenario, where more documents per class were
available, the average amount of correct classifica-
tion over all classes reached a value of 74.46%.

The classification results can also be taken into
consideration when the scheduling of the sessions
for the conference is prepared. This means if a ses-
sion about ”multimedia, mixed media, audio, video,
3D and non-traditional objects” is planned the or-

ganizer should keep in mind that four papers were
submitted where the classifier has chosen this class.
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